Arrangement Changes in Course Project

Eiffel in Depth

Turning in the result of the project is now optional.

1. If you decide not to turn in the project, you will be graded on the basis of the exam alone.

2. If you decide to turn in the result of the project,
   a. You need to notify Max with an email that you will be doing so.
      i. You should state your name, and also that of your group member if applicable, in the notification;
      ii. **Such notifications are only accepted if received before 23:59:59, Dec. 18:**
      iii. Your decision will be confirmed within a couple of hours after reception, and the decision cannot be changed once confirmed.
   b. You have until the project demonstration to work on the project.
      i. **Project demonstration is arranged on January 19th, in HG E-33.5, starting from 14:00.**
      ii. A softcopy of all deliveries (source code, possible artifacts, and project report), together with a hardcopy of the project report, should be submitted no later than the demonstration.
      iii. Failing to submit the complete set of deliveries in time will lead to a deduction of 35 points for each day of delay, which also implies that no hand-in would be accepted after January 21st.
   c. Your project will only affect your course grade in a positive way.
      i. If you turn in the project, its weight in the grade will be as specified in the course page:
      ii. Integrating the project in the course grade, according to the grade ratio per point c.i., will only affect the grade if it improves it. If it would actually decrease the grade (from the other component of the grade component, determined by the exam), the project grade will be ignored.

* Should you have any question, please contact Max at yu.pei@inf.ethz.ch.